
Strategic Initiatives Topic Committee
September 7, 2022 Meeting Agenda & Notes

(Monthly, on the first Wednesday, 2:00-3:00 PM Pacific)

Zoom Meeting Link
Passcode: cedmc

Call-in: (646) 931-3860, Meeting ID: 811 6672 4341#

Agenda:
● The Council’s draft three priorities
● Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) and Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act (IIJA)
● SCE transactive energy pilots
● Other / Miscellaneous

Meeting Discussion/Notes:

The Council’s draft three priorities
● Joe and Clark covered the Council’s draft three priorities: 1) modernizing

cost-effectiveness; 2) developing appropriate baseline methodologies; and 3) improving
secure data access.

● Cliff Staton commented with regards to the Council’s draft priorities 2 and 3, with the
baseline methodology and the legislative win requiring new load shift goals will likely
dovetail nicely with the comparison group study from CAISO over the last year. Taking
load shift into consideration, baseline methodology may not be a good solution to
consider how much load has been shifted. Comparison group may be a better solution.
In order to be more effective, we need wider and more information relative to what the
IOUs accomplish. Cliff does think these two issues can be intertwined.

○ Cliff Staton also brought up data access guidelines in recent federal action.
● The energy sector is not special/unique in data access, security, and privacy issues.

These discussions may not need to be directly limited in scope to the energy sector.
● Joe noted the Council’s intended uses for the priorities document, including:

○ Crafting a white paper per priority issue;
○ Leveraging as a leave-behind/informative document for educational as well as

advocacy purposes; and
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○ Using this to help advance legislative and regulatory goals and needs (advancing
bills, driving hearings/discussions, etc.

Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) and Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act (IIJA)
● The Council would like to walk through the many opportunities of both the IRA and IIJA

for California, how to better engage, and how to find opportunities that may have
slipped through the cracks.

● Historically, these opportunities take some time, so there may be opportunities to help
accelerate the release/distribution of these funds and their benefits.

● Rosie Kang expressed interest in further engaging on this issue.

SCE transactive energy pilots
● SCE is looking towards funding of roughly $2M to operate transactive energy pilots. The

Council is a participant on the Advisory Council on this issue. It is an opportunity to
explore opportunities including on bill payment and bill certainty.

● William Marin, with Verdant Associates, noted his interest in following transactive energy.
● Joe noted he will follow-up with resources relative to this matter.

Other / Miscellaneous
● Joe highlighted the Council’s legislative success in adopting a new state goal for load

shifting and for that goal to be updated every two years. Previously, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratories (LBNL) submitted an initial assessment addressing the state’s
opportunity to shift over 5GWh. The Legislature did not specify or prescribe a goal yet,
but will be addressed in a collaborative process among appropriate State agencies.

○ When load shifting opportunities are partnered with hourly information on
generation source and associated emissions will help provide significant tools and
data to the CAISO and other agencies.

The next Strategic Initiatives Committee meeting is scheduled to take place
Wednesday, October 5, 2022 at 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
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